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• The region has excellent varied and plentiful airspace and airports; access to both 

Controlled and Un-controlled airspace, many inland airports and aerodromes with 

numerous navigation features suitable for training flights, many enjoying 320 days a year 

of clear skies. The terrain, climate and access to multiple airports are positive enablers for 

pilot training. 

• Infrastructure and businesses already exist. Townsville Airport has the Northern Australia 

Aerospace Centre of Excellence (NAACEX), an existing ecosystem and active Aviation 

Precinct with Pilot training, engineering and specialized support facilities. Other regional 

centers also have smaller concentrations of resources that provide synergies. 

• There is an immediate and enduring demand for local aviation skilled staff and services. 

• Within the region, James Cook University, Central Queensland University, TAFE 

Queensland and flight schools for both fixed wing and rotary wing exist.

• Turning recreational pilots into commercial pilots isn’t attractive

• There is a need to define the roles that are being pursued within the Queensland (and 

national / regional) aviation industry. Deliberate planning needs to be undertaken and aligned 

with State and National aviation strategies and regulations.

• Suitably qualified staff (maintenance and instructors) are difficult to attract and retain in the 

region. These skilled individuals are in high demand within Australia and regionally.

• The Townsville & North Western Queensland region does not currently have a strategic and 

co-ordinated aviation industry marketing campaign. 

• The airspace around Townsville is complex due to frequent military exercises and operations, 

this influences the ability to attract and retain major operators.

• Training providers limit scope of training offerings. James Cook University (JCU) do not 

currently offer aviation courses. However, TAFE Queensland and some private businesses 

do offer technical and Pilot training (rotary and fixed wing) within the region. The weakness is 

associated with the high asset costs being mainly borne by individual schools and no 

apparent resource sharing.

• Qantas Pilot Academy Toowoomba and Mackay plus the REX Australian Airline Pilot 

Academy may lure expertise from the regions; especially engineers and instructors. 

• CASA’s long-term ongoing changes in Australia’s Aviation Regulations is creating uncertainty 

for General Aviation and stunting growth and investment. Costs associated with implementing 

security measures place new and ongoing operating pressures on airports. Funding will need 

to be found..

• Local aspiring pilots may leave the region. Pilot training is a global commodity that is price 

sensitive. Australian aviation enjoys a warranted prestigious reputation however; there are 

international and national competitors who may lure students and instructors alike away from 

the region. For example, the comprehensive packaged training offered by L3 in New Zealand 

is designed for graduates to enter International commercial employment.

• Inactivity. Winning major new prime vendors, significant contract and expanding the aviation 

industry will require a determined effort. As evidenced by Toowoomba and Mackay, 

Queensland has many attributes to attract top tier companies such as Qantas.

• Aviation industry costs increasing, general aviation business numbers decreasing

• High cost of security upgrades at airports

• Age of aircrafts

Strengths Weaknesses

Threats

Growing the Townsville and North West Queensland region to become a hub for aviation

• Development of Drone parks, events and training and testing/fly your own tourism

• Scholarships for training bush pilots

• Aircraft parts manufacturing and composite material for maintenance 

• Proximity to world’s fastest growing Airlines (Asia Pacific regions) providing partnership 

opportunities with Asia Pacific airlines for pilot training (international students)

• Training - pilot training for recreation and commercial and LAME; pilot school in Mt Isa

• Development of an aviation cluster; a collaborative approach to pilot training, 

Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) facilities, ground and air crews that leads to 

higher utilisation, amortised costs and long term tasking. Additional details slides 7 and 8.

• Collaboration with Central Queensland University (CQU) in Cairns to become part of their 

network for pilot training. 

• Working with Qantas Pilot Academy, and the Mackay syndicate may enable securing part 

of the Academy delivery network. 

• Technologies such as Type simulators can be a major attracting asset; these are often 

integrated as part of flight training centres.

• Large scale and commercial Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) require training and test 

facilities. Industrial applications and potential new service business opportunities including 

the Cloncurry Drone Project 

• Regional Capability document, attracting developers/businesses in aviation industry

Opportunities



• The region has excellent varied and plentiful airspace and airports

• Across the region there are 15 sealed category airports and many private and small aerodromes. 

• In the training and evaluation of more advanced (commercial ) pilots; the region has a series of positive attributes (these have 

been derived from the Qantas pilot academy evaluation criteria):

• There is an existing ecosystem and active Aviation Precincts

• Townsville Airport has some of the regions’ most advanced facilities. An initiative of Queensland Airports Limited Group, Northern 

Australia Aerospace Centre of Excellence (NAACEX) is a dedicated area, with high security, fully serviced General Aviation 

Precinct and Business Park. There are new large facilities (hangers), there are plans for runway upgrades and existing local 

businesses with a unique value proposition and potential point to expand from.

• Other regional centers also have smaller concentrations of aviation businesses and areas to cater for and conduct a raft of 

aviation operations.  The cross –section of locations and skills is considered a strength and provides industry resilience through 

diversity. These smaller centres can be characterised as; Technical and engineering operations, training and General aviation.

• There are many benefits available to hubs or centres of excellence; this study has identified either Townsville, Ingham or Ayr 

airports as being capable of expanding (potentially pursuing a Qantas academy style ab initio pilot training school).

• There is an immediate and enduring demand for local aviation skilled people and services

• General aviation, regional airlines, rural and mining operations and tourism all have an immediate and enduring demand for 

flight. The demand for aviation industry is real.

• University based Academic and vocational training,

• James Cook University (JCU) is a well-respected global university but at this stage has no aviation industry courses. 

• There are also commercially operating flying schools for both rotary and fixed wing aircraft within the region. 

• TAFE Queensland and Australia Aviation are key players in the Queensland aviation technical vocational training and are already 

in location.

Explanatory Notes - Strengths 



• Turning recreational pilots into commercial pilots – not attractive

• High cost to obtain licences, low income earned in early years doesn’t make it attractive 

• There is a need to define what roles within the Queensland (and national / regional) aviation industry are being pursued. 

• Deliberate planning needs to be undertaken and aligned with State and National aviation strategies and regulations. 

• Building an investment case and value proposition is based on detailed market analysis, risk analysis, modelling and industry engagement to 

inform any future investments.

• Individuals and businesses bear costs associated with training; this is hampering growth of these for businesses,

• The reality of distance and inability to deliver training in student home locations compounds costs associated with training. Students are not 

only paying tuition and course fees, but also travel and accommodation.

• A questionnaire respondent commented that they employ apprentice maintainers in regional Queensland. The company is left out of pocket 

when the student attends the theory components at a college (generally located outside the N/ NW Queensland region.)

• The airspace around Townsville is adversely affected by military activities

• The Restricted airspace around Townsville is complex due to frequent military exercises and operations. The Qantas pilot academy evaluation 

criteria reflects this concern; as part of the airport proximity, infrastructure and capability identified: ‘Not be limited in any material way (e.g. 

military airspace proximity). The Defence operations make it less attractive compared to other centres.

• The lack of aviation related University courses 

• JCU is not currently offering courses in aviation making it difficult to fill demand for a University degree and pilot qualification.

• TAFE Queensland and some private businesses offer technical and Pilot training (rotary and fixed wing) within the region. The weakness is 

associated with the high asset costs being mainly borne by individual schools and no apparent resource sharing.

• Suitably qualified staff are very hard to attract and retain in the region.

• For those who pursue an aviation career, this often involves moving to gain qualification; which also leads to large percentage not returning to 

service the region. Those who do become trained and suitably qualified can be difficult to retain in these remote regions. 

• The Townsville & North Western Queensland lacks and effective and co-ordinated industry marketing campaign.

• Engagement survey respondents made comments that regional advertising and package type holiday co-ordination is very low. 

• One respondent stated (paraphrasing) “…that something targeted maybe to Chinese tourist will often fly out to Australia’s Gold Coast and 

experience joy flights, hotel transfers, hinterland and coastal experiences and the like over a couple of weeks. Maybe the same sort of thing 

could be marketed taking in sights and sounds of North West QLD outback.” 

• Other respondents identified no packages / advertising around ‘unique experiences’ such as; Aerial fishing charters or, pig hunting and 

adventure challenges.

Explanatory Notes - Weaknesses 



• Qualified and experienced local staff are (or will be) under threat of being poached by major Pilot Academies; especially 

engineers and instructors. 

• Australian Airline Pilot Academy (AAPA's) parent company Regional Express (Rex) is also the largest independent regional 

airline in Australia and has been recognised by global experts as best practise regional airline. Training is conducted at AAPA’s 

$28 million dollar campus in Wagga Wagga. 

• Qantas is well aware of the international pilot shortages and its own pilot stock pressures. 

• So concerned is Qantas that they are establishing two pilot training academies. The first is being built in Toowoomba. 

QANTAS announced in early July 2019 that a second academy is proposed to be built in Mackay. These academies are in 

partnerships with well-established, multi-national flight training organisations and education institutions provide pathways to 

become commercial airline pilots within Qantas.

• L3 Airline Academy New Zealand 

• The largest pilot training school in the Southern Hemisphere is offering a truly internationally focused pilot training providing 

qualifications to US FAA, European EASA and Australia/New Zealand safety authorities. Located at Hamilton Airport and 

squarely focused on graduating airline ready pilots. 

• Civil Aviation Safety Authority

• CASA’s long term ongoing changes in Australia’s Aviation Regulations is creating uncertainty for General Aviation and stunting 

growth and investment. The threat is new regulations have placed additional burdens on pilots and operators, introducing more 

regulations (and cost) and to a higher safety standards. Costs associated with implementing security measures will place new 

ongoing operating pressures on airports. Funding will need to be found. 

• Local aspiring pilots may leave the region. 

• Pilot training is a global commodity and is price sensitive. Australian students studying in Australia may be eligible for funding 

and student loans, which greatly assist in gaining qualifications. Cadetships, full fee-paying students and even complex loan 

systems are now part of the global student attraction marketing. 

• Aviation industry costs increasing, general aviation business numbers decreasing

• With increasing costs, profitability is affected, number of businesses is decreasing

• High cost of security upgrades at airports

• Age of aircrafts

Explanatory Notes - Threats 



Explanatory Notes - Opportunities 
• Drone parks

• Development of drone parks that can be used for events, training and testing and the wider community, including tourists.

• Scholarship program for training bush pilots

• Aircraft parts manufacturing and composite material for maintenance 

• Training - pilot training for recreation and commercial; LAME; attracting students; pilot school in Mount Isa

• Partnership opportunities with Asia Pacific airlines for pilot training,

• Boeing and Airbus have both forecasted Aviation sector growth in the Asia-Pacific region is going to need around 800,000 new staff over the next 20 

years. The fastest growing region of demand for pilots is in the Asian Pacific region; affiliation opportunity exists to establish pathways for student pilots 

(both international and domestic) with direct employment to a foundation partner airline as commercial pilots. 

• This is reflected in the Queensland Government policy document “Queensland Aerospace 10-Year Roadmap and Action Plan” dated June 2018. 

• Development of an aviation cluster 

• Clustering is a collaborative approach of coordinating organisations in training, Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) services, ground and air 

crews coming together in a co-ordinated way. The key advantages include higher utilisation, amortised costs and long term tasking; leading to potentially 

increase general aviation business and infrastructure asset utilisation across the region. Refer to Slide 7 for amplifications and more detail.

• Central Queensland University (CQU) Cairns Collaboration 

• CQU has an existing University degree commercial pilot training curriculum. It is an accredited Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 

Overseas Students (CRICOS) schools; uniquely positioning them as Australia’s only Aviation degree meeting global demand for commercial pilots. The 

opportunity for collaboration would be to become one of their basic pilot training feeder schools. Enclosure 3 provides amplifications.

• Qantas Pilot Academy

• Qantas has recognised the worldwide pilot shortage and has taken the pre-emptive step to establish its own pilot training schools. In July 2019, the 

second proposed Qantas Pilot Academy was announced as being in Mackay. The opportunity exists to work with Qantas and Mackay and seeking to 

shape / position as part of second pilot academy.

• Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) 

• The Queensland Government has a vision to be a world leader in drone technology and their application as detailed in the ‘Queensland Drones 

Strategy’. A key objective underpinning this vision is to attract national and international investment in order to establish the State as a hub for UAS 

capability and to develop a world-class local UAS industry. The ‘open skies’ of Queensland are being recognised as a resource for UAS industry in 

testing and development. The sophistication ranges from coordinated leasing of properties to global aviation companies conducting complex missions. 

• Space and satellite 

• Space and satellite launch has adjacent interactions with aviation industry and is and emerging industry consideration.

• Type simulators

• Technologies such as Type simulators can be a major attracting asset. Aircrew are required to undertake periodic check flights and standards checks; 

these need to be conducted on ‘Type’ simulators. Many simulators are co-located with flight training schools and / or major airline hubs but some smaller 

facilities may have their own. 

• Regional Capability document – used to sell the region’s business/industry and attract more business/investors/developers



Aviation Clustering concept explained

An Aviation Cluster is a term used to describe a high 

density of aviation related companies, institutions, 

maintenance facilities, flight schools, training facilities, 

access to airspace and aviation infrastructure in close 

proximity. This group of small business can combine to 

have the effects of a larger entity and gain leverage in 

areas such as finance, insurance and supply chain 

assurance.

When referring to the value of clusters – it is important 

to recognise the value of the whole aviation industry in 

that location. This include other significant contributors 

to the industry in terms of revenue, employment, 

resilience and reliability: 

• Engineering - Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul 

(MRO); 

• Logistics, warehousing and supply chain, 

• re-fuelling, freight and baggage handling

• technical training, and 

• Commercial, contracting and finance management. 



Reserve slide for cluster discussion

• Overhead image of the Sunshine Coast Airport & breakdown of the Cairns airport cluster 

• A group of small business can combine to have the effects of a larger entity and gain leverage in areas such as finance, insurance and supply chain assurance. A 

well organised cluster has leverage to attract domestic and international training service providers to the region who can benefit from the cluster ecosystem.

• By being associated with a cluster, a small business ‘rise with the tide’ and gain security and resources that may have otherwise evaded them.

• The recognition of the cluster concept was affirmed in a televised interview on “Your Money”, the General Manager of Toowoomba Wellcamp Airport, Sara Hales, 

identified the successful approach at Toowoomba through diversification, supply chain management and creating a unified environment – Source: 

https://www.yourmoney.com.au/shows/ticky/ticky-november-27-2018/

Infrastructure 

and airspace



Sources and References

• Civil Aviation Safety Authority website (www.casa.gov.au) 

• Global Market Forecast 2018 (Airbus)

• Global Helicopter Forecast 2017 (Airbus)

• Boeing Commercial Market Outlook 2018-2037

• Oxford Economics Report Oct 2018

• Aviation- Benefits Beyond Borders Report Oct 2018

• Civil Aviation Safety Authority Corporate Plan 2018-2019

• Townsville & North West Queensland Aviation Regional Questionnaire, dated June 2019.

http://www.casa.gov.au/


Glossary of terms 

• Pilot school or Pilot Academy

• Provide an ab initio (from beginning) education through to commercial pilot qualification.

• Their role is to take a novice student and through competency based training and staged accreditation, graduate a commercial pilot. 

• Generally they are associated with a “Foundation partner” – one core carrier who will employ most of their graduates. The key benefits to this model are:

• Carriers have a pipeline of talent 

• Schools have a client relationship who supports in setting standards and validating their quality of graduates

• The student has a strong chance of being selected by the carrier (some students may be on cadetships or partial scholarships, but many are full fee 

paying).

• Examples of “Foundation partners” are Qantas, Virgin and Rex Airlines in Australia.

• Aviation Training Centre

• These are mainly simulation centres; providing pilot type-rating and recurrent training courses for qualified pilots – nominally a two day package twice a 

year for in service commercial pilots. Examples of this include: 

• Ansett’s recent announcement for a centre in Brisbane is an extension to their existing operation in Melbourne. Source: 

http://www.ansettaviationtraining.com/locations/australia

• Airbus Training Centre Singapore https://www.airbus.com/aircraft/support-services/training/training-centers-network/airbus-asia-training-centre.html

• Aviation cluster – an enterprise collaboration

• An Aviation cluster is an area that has in close proximity the existing keys elements to establish a successful enterprise; multiple Pilot schools, academic 

institutions, infrastructure, maintenance, support services and simulators. These maybe a single entity but are more likely to be made up of a number of 

entities that act in a coordinated way. 

• A cluster can contain capabilities of pilot theoretical training (classroom time), practical flight training (flight time), practical maintenance training (hands on 

experience), simulator time (pilot and maintenance), shared accommodation, living areas, social areas and dinning halls. It may also include technical 

trades, workshops, hangers and facilities and associated infrastructure to deliver training and operational outcomes. 

• This cluster concept will encourage investment and increase resource utilisation therefore increasing return for investment.

http://www.ansettaviationtraining.com/locations/australia
https://www.airbus.com/aircraft/support-services/training/training-centers-network/airbus-asia-training-centre.html


Pilot training pathways

Small flight school career pathway to Pilot (First Officer of a 

Commercial Aircraft)

Cadetship via an Academy career pathway to Pilot (First Officer of a 

Commercial Aircraft)


